
How does Steinway & Sons transform a mass of wood, metal, felt
and plastic into a masterpiece of artistry and musical inspiration?
Thornton Steinway Partners and longtime USC supporters Cheri
and Rod Jones, Jean and Bruce Juell, and Drs. Barbara and Roger
Rossier found out on their February trip to the company’s storied
125-year-old factory in Queens, New York.

Their New York visit was the latest part of the USC Thornton
All-Steinway School Initiative, which will raise $3.5 million so that
a Steinway piano can be placed in every student practice room, fac-
ulty studio and performance venue.The ultimate goal of this cam-
paign is to create a teaching and performance environment equal
to the stature of Thornton faculty, their students and those invited
to share their gifts with the USC community as guest artists.

The Price of Perfection

Since an individual Steinway can cost anywhere from $30,000 to
$100,000, and considering that a school of Thornton’s caliber
would require this investment many times over, the question is:why
all-Steinway?

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A

PIANO
MAKES

A Renewed Dedication
to Excellence
In April, Thornton benefactor Flora L. Thornton

continued her investment in music at USC

with a $5 million gift. The donation will be

used to build the school’s endowment, with

proceeds going toward scholarships. 

“Flora is a gem,” Dean Cutietta said. “Her

dedication to this school and enthusiasm for the important work of

our faculty and students is truly a blessing to all of us. To have her

continue her relationship with the school in this way is the strongest

recommendation of the Thornton School and its achievements.”

Flora Thornton is the most generous donor to the school, giving a

total of $30 million over the past six years. The September 15

Symphony concert is dedicated to Mrs. Thornton’s continued commit-

ment to our school and its students.

Benefactors Make Ground-Breaking
Commitment to Thornton
Thanks to a gift from Buzz and Barbara McCoy, Shelly Berg is the

first person to hold the McCoy Endowed Chair in Jazz Studies

Honoring Steven Sample. Mr. Berg formally received the honor in

a ceremony following a per-

formance with the Dave

Brubeck Quartet in April.

The chair brings many of

Buzz and Barbara McCoy’s

personal interests together

in one endowment. By tying

these honorees together in

one gift, Buzz McCoy, a long

term jazz enthusiast, says the gift became an expression of a

unique experience with USC and the Thornton School.

Mr. McCoy first met Mr. Berg through a shared love of jazz, and

their acquaintance grew into a friendship. “This chair is a reflection

of Shelly’s artistic ability and his positive human qualities,” Mr.

McCoy says.

Mr. McCoy also began talking to USC president Sample, who

would play jazz drums with Mr. Berg in impromptu performances

every now and then. As he learned more about Mr. Sample and

USC, Mr. McCoy began to appreciate the effects of his tenure as

president. “Steve is one of the greatest presidents in the history of

USC,” Mr. McCoy says. “He has done a lot for the university, to say

the least.”

These personal connections, and the artistic quality they

encourage, were made apparent at the Dave Brubeck concert.

The collaboration between this jazz master and the next genera-

tion of musicians reflected the spirit of collaboration in the

McCoys’ gift, with everyone making a contribution to produce

something special. 10




